The problem is studied both theoretically and experimentally. Statistical distributions of the total curvature and the reciprocal to the total curvature at the specular points (SP) of a random Gaussian uniform sea surface are discussed. The theoretical distribution and its asymptotes are completely investigated. The validity of the theoretical distribution is verified by numerical simulations and natural experiments. In the experimental study of this distribution, Sun glint images taken with a high time and spatial resolution digital camera are used. Those images are developed by using a specially-designed Fortran program which calculates the statistical characteristics of the glints. The experimentally derived distribution of the glint areas is compared with the theoretical distribution. The main causes (origins) of small divergence between the theoretical and experimental results are discussed.
Introduction
Provided that the distance, L, from the surface to the point of observation is greater than the radii of curvatures 1 and 2 at the specular point (SP), the glint sizes (area) A are independent from the angle of incidence and are determined by the relation:
where the quantityR = | 1 2 | = 1 |Ω| is a reciprocal to the total (Gaussian) curvature Ω at the SP; ε is the solid angle of the Sun. For a Gaussian uniform surface = ς( ), the statistical distribution of the total * E-mail: rauf_gardashov@yahoo.co.uk curvature, Ω = ς ς −ς 2 (1+ζ 2 +ζ 2 ) 2 , at the SP with the gradients γ = ς ( ) = 0 , γ = ς ( ) = 0 has been derived by Longuet-Higgins [1] . Here, the distribution density, W (ω), of ω = Ω γ = 0 γ = 0 = ς ς − ς 2 , has been expressed in terms of contour integrals. A comparatively simple expression for W (ω), convenient for use in practical computations, was derived in [2] . Although the theoretical expression for the distribution W (ω) was derived many years ago, there are only a few works in which the verification of this distribution by natural experiments has been done. The appearance of high quality digital cameras essentially avoids the difficulties in processing the results of natural ("in situ" ) experiments. The main aim of the present work is to derive the distribution W (ω) from the Sun glints images and to compare it with a theoretical expression of W (ω). We also give the asymptotes of W (ω) at ω → ±∞ and an expansion at ω = 0, which may be useful for other researchers in an experimental study of this distribution.
The statistical distribution of the Gaussian curvature at SP
The expression of W (ω) from [2] can be written in terms of the dimensionless curvature = ω/ √ 3H (The parameter H is related to the average of ω 2 by 3H = ω 2 , where the average is taken on all points of the surface = ς( ), but not only on SP and has the following form:
for < 0, and
for ω ≥ 0.
Where,
The function Φ( ) is expressed in terms of elliptical integrals [1] :
In fact, Φ( ) is a very slowly decreasing monotonic function with maximum and minimum values at Φ(0) = 1 and
≈ 0 907, respectively.
As we can see , the distribution W (ω) depends only on one parameter , which is the indicator of sea wave structure. The dimensionless parameter may lie anywhere between 0 and 1 2 and is defined as follows. At the first step, an energy spectrum, E( ), of the surface waves, the moments At the next step, the roots 1 2 3 of the cubic
are found.
Finally, the parameter is defined, as = − 2 1 . It can be shown [1] , that all the roots are real and the following conditions must be satisfied.
The asymptotic expressions for the distribution W ( ) were also obtained in [2] , Those expressions are:
For the expansion of W ( ) around = 0:
To regard light reflection problems, the distribution ofρ = 1 | | is very important. This distribution can be obtained from the W ( ) immediately:
For the asymptotic of Wρ(ρ), atρ → +∞ we can find:
In the following two special cases, W ( ) can be expressed in terms of known functions [2] . Case 1 0 . Let = 0. The value = 0 corresponds to a surface which consists of two distinct systems of longcrested waves intersecting each other at a small angle. Then the distribution equations (2), (3) can be represented as
where, K 0 ( ) = +∞ 0 − cosh denotes the modified Bessel function with an imaginary argument.
The asymptotic expression of W ( ) and its expansion around = 0 are:
respectively.
Then, for the distribution Wρ(ρ) and its asymptotic we have:
Case 2 0 . Let = 1 2 . The value = 1 2 might occur in a variety of circumstances -for instance, when the surface is isotropic or when the angular spread of energy is small and has some certain 'peakedness'. Then the distribution has the form:
(21) which is non-symmetric, and has the asymptote:
and the expansions around = 0:
(24) Then, for the asymptotic of distribution W ρ (ρ) we have:
The curves of distribution W ( ) which were obtained by formulas (2) and (3) is its non-symmetricity, which is at odds with the general property of random Gaussian surfaces. At = 0, as it can be seen from (15), the distribution W ( ) is symmetric.
Since the distribution W ( ) has already been found, the distribution of the dimensionless curvatureΩ = Ω
at SP with the gradients ς ( ) = γ ς ( ) = γ , also can be easily defined:
WR (R) = R2
The average value ofRis: The second moment of distribution, WR (R), and its higher moments, are all infinity.
Experiments and their analyses

Numerical experiment
A random uniform Gaussian sea surface at each moment of time is represented in the form of the sum of the harmonics
where the phases ε are uniformly distributed on the interval 0 2π , and the amplitudes are determined from the energy spectrum S(ˆ ˆ ) of sea waves, according to the relationship:
In this case the system of equations:
which determines the SP, takes the form:
For a sufficiently long realization of the surface = ς( ) (i.e. for a large observed section of the surface,S ⊥ ) and gradients, the γ = ς ( ) = 0 γ = ς ( ) = 0 system (32) is solved numerically, and all roots ( ) = 1 2 N S falling into the S ⊥ are found.
Further, in each SP ( ζ ( )) the total curvature:
is calculated.
Using the set of SP ζ(
with the number of SP, N S = 6500, the sets of total curvature {ω } and quantity ρ = 1
|ω |
at SP are calculated. Using those sets, the histograms of the distributions of W (ω) and W ρ (ρ) are constructed.
Then the quantityH is calculated on (5), where are the moments of sea waves spectrum S(ˆ ˆ ), determined by the formula:
Knowing the value of 3H allows us to pass from the distribution W (ω) to the distribution W ( ), and of the dimensionless curvature further to the distribution Wρ(ρ).
The theoretical curve of Wρ(ρ), obtained by calculations on to the formulas (2), (3) and (27), and its histogram, constructed from the numerical experiments, are shown in Figure 2 .
As can be seen, the numerical experiment agrees very well with the theory.
In-situ experiment
The experimental (laboratory and in situ) investigations of glint curvature characteristics were realized by Grigorev et al. [3] and by Nosov et al. [4] , [5] where the asymptotic behavior of the distribution, W ρ (ρ) ∝ 1 ρ 3 , was spatially analyzed, as well. Since in these experiments the energy spectrum E( ) of the waves was not registered, it is difficult to compare their results with a theoretical distribution, which is given as a dimensionless curvature. Therefore, in the present work, to verify the theoretical distribution Wρ(ρ) we derive this dimensionless distribution from Sun glint images.
The set of images of the Sun glitters on the waved basin was taken by a digital camera with high time-spatial resolution. Therefore it is possible to assume that the boundary of each glint is fixed exactly. One sample of these images is shown in Fig. 3 .
Further, these images were processed by a Fortran program specially designed by us for calculating the glints' characteristics, such as: the number of glints in a cadre; the areas (viewed) of the glints; the center of brightness of glints; the distances between glint centers. Figure 4 . As we see from Figure 4 , there is good closeness between the theoretical and experimental distributions. We think that the main causes of deviations are: 1) the differences between the actual waved water surface and Gaussian surface; and 2) the distinction of the Sun from a point light source. Indeed, in closely inspecting Figure 3 we see that some large glints are formed through a confluence of small glints. It tells us that if we were to produce an experiment with a light source which has a solid angle essentially smaller than the Sun, then some large glints would be resolved. Thereat, the number of larger glints would decrease and the number of smaller glints would increase. As a result, the histogram Wρ(ρ) in Figure 4 (dashed curve) would come more closely aligned to the theoretical curve.
Conclusions
The comparison of the theoretical distribution of the total curvature of a random Gaussian uniform sea surface at SP and the experimental findings show satisfactorily close theoretical and experimental results. Because the theoretical expression of this distribution was derived for a Gaussian surface and for a point light source the main causes of the smalldivergences between the theoretical and the experimental distributions must be the following effects: 1) the real waved sea surface is not completely Gaussian, and 2) the solid angle of the Sun is small but not zero. Future investigation needs both a theoretical study of statistical characteristics SP for more general types (not only Gaussian) of surfaces and an experimental study of those characteristics. The more accurate verification of a theoretical distribution demands the production of more sensitive experiments under completely controlled conditions. The results of such experiments will allow a more exact derivation of sea wave parameters from glint characteristics.
It must be noted that the results of the present consideration do not relate to very stormy weather; in this case the spray component should prevail and the model developed in the paper should be modified.
